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FOSSACS invited lecture
Marcelo Fiore in his invited talk proposed a new

mathematical approach for modeling computa-

tional structures that emphasizes a combinato-

rial perspective. Using sophisticated categorical

techniques he develops a combinatorial formal-

ism and then shows that three diverse mathemat-

ical structures that represent important computa-

tional structures all arise in the same manner us-

ing this approach. We will be catching up with

Marcelo later in the week to ask him what this

leads to in terms of programming language design and program verifica-

tion.

ETAPS Conference Dinner
This evening the Conference Dinner will take place at the National Mu-

seum of Scotland, Chambers Street. It will be preceded by a reception in the

Foyer area. The Royal museum is a magnificent Victorian building. When

you enter the museum, you come upon the magnificent Main Hall, with an

elegant bird-cage design. The abundance of natural light provides a won-

derful sense of space and tranquillity, an effect supported with fountains and

fish ponds. It is a major exhibit in its own right.

During the dinner it will not be

possible to see the exhibits of the mu-

seum, but here is what you will miss:

Thirty-six galleries of varying sizes

present artefacts from around the

globe and natural history specimens.

See everything from steamships to

sculptures, Egypt to evolution, Dolly

the Sheep to design classics and

black holes to brown bears.

How to get there. From Apple-

ton Tower simply walk up Buccleuch

Street on the left hand side. Take the

pedestrian walkway as it drops below

the level of the road and take the tun-

nel going below to cross to the other

side. As you come out of the tunnel

go straight ahead down the cobblestone street to Chambers Street. The

Royal Musuem is to your left 70 metres or so.

Walking and Sightseeing
If you feel the need to get some fresh air or want to see some of Edinburgh

during a break or when the final afternoon session is over here are some

suggestions to stretch your legs.

The Royal Mile. The Royal Mile has a number of interesting historical

and architectural sites worth exploring. To get there walk north on George

IV Bridge until you cross a wide cobblestone street that runs uphill to your

left and downhill to your right.

First walk downhill to your right for 100 metres. On your right you will

see the High Kirk of St. Giles, Scotland’s main cathedral, an interesting mix

of architecture from the 12th to 20th centuries with beautiful stained glass

from the 19th.

After visiting St Giles head back up the hill towards the Castle. As you

walk up, just after you pass George IV Bridge you will pass Gladstone’s

Land on your right which was the six storey home of a prosperous 17th cen-

tury merchant, and is now decorated and furnished with great authenticity.

Further up on your right just before

the esplanade leading to the castle,

you will come upon the building that

houses Outlook Tower. It is open

to visitors and within it is the Cam-

era Obscura, an extraordinary nat-

ural cinema providing a live image

of the city. Across the street is the

Scotch Whisky Heritage Centre for

those who want a thorough briefing

on the history of this fine spirit. Con-

tinue to the top of the hill to visit

the Castle, perched high on an ex-

tinct volcanic outcrop. It’s a fasci-

nating mix of buildings built between

the 12th century and today as every

owner modified or added to it.

Arthur’s Seat Directly to the east of

the Old Town is Holyrood Park, a

massive 260 hectare park of rugged hills and valleys that is crossed by nu-

merous paths and walkways. The highlight of the park is Arthur’s Seat(251

metres) the summit of which has a beautiful view of Edinburgh, the moun-

tains to the south, and Firth of Forth and coast to the North.

The easiest way to get to the top

is to take a taxi to Dunsapie Loch

and climb up the obvious path. The

quickest way to get there on foot is to

enter the park by the Albert Gate next

to Pollock halls. From the round-

about, walk along the pavement and

go through the gap between Salis-

bury Crags (cliffs) on your left and

Arthur’s Seat. A few hundred metres along you will see steep steps cut into

the hill that lead up the seat. The scene of many pleasant strolls it has also

seen accidents. Weather in Scotland is unpredictable so take enough cloth-

ing to keep out the wind, rain, and cold, and wear good shoes. It is also

not necessary to climb to the peak to enjoy the park. A less strenuous walk

is to follow the valley between the crags and Arthur’s Seat which leads to

Holyrood Palace, from where you can walk around to the Parliament and up

the Royal Mile to return to the center.

What’s On
Music There are a few performances on tonight that are nearby, start af-

ter 9pm and thus do not conflict with dinner. At Nektar (253 Cowgate),

Chaos Theory, a funky four-piece will be playing a mixture of improv and

standards. At Iglu (2b Jamaica St.), The Arabian Mustache, a four-piece

playing Parisian-style jazz. At Whistlebinkies(4-6 South Bridge), local in-

die/rock bands Mr Moja and SixStarHotel will be mixing it up. All three

venues offer free admission.

Weather
Today Rain in morning clearing to a bright and blustery day. Showers later,

becoming wintry over higher hills. Feeling cold. Maximum temperature 10

deg C

TomorrowWindy with sunny spells and scattered showers, wintry on hills.

11 deg C

Fri &Weekend Clear on Friday, remaining quite chilly (Max 6 deg C) mix

of rain clear spells with moderate to strong winds for Saturday/Sunday
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Andrew Myers

We had the pleasure of listening to a talk by Andrew Myers. In his talk,

Programming with Explicit Security Policies, he demon-

strated how to create secure systems by construction by

accompanying programs with explicit, machine checked

security policies. These should be written by program-

mers as part of program development. He presented the

core ideas of confidentiality and integrity, explained how

to specify information flow policies in code and the type

rules that verify correctness of policy declarations. These

capabilities are implemented in the language Jif which is

freely downloadable.

Ken McMillan

The second invited talk was by Ken McMillan. He sur-

veyed some recent applications of Craig interpolants in

Model Checking. This approach gives a complete pro-

cedure for model checking temporal properties of finite-

state systems that allows to exploit recent advances in

SAT solvers for the proof generation phase. He showed

how these approaches could be used in both hardware

and software and also how they could be used to auto-

matically obtain predicates for predicate abstraction.

Program Change

There has been a slight change in the programme. Talks in second morning

session of TACAS have been reordered. See reverse for current schedule.

Interview with Marcelo Fiore

Daily ETAPS spoke with keynote speaker Marcelo Fiore about his recent

talk.

[Daily ETAPS] Can you give us a little history leading to the topic of

your talk?

[Marcelo Fiore] I started working in domain theory, with my thesis Ax-

iomatic Domain Theory in Categories of Partial Maps. There are many dif-

ferent categories of domains in which the same results hold —importantly

adequacy theorems— and I wanted to show that these followed from gen-

eral abstract principles. Thus, it was natural to axiomatize and investigate

domain-theoretic models in this light. Along the way, and in enjoyable col-

laboration with various colleagues, I applied the axiomatic approach in dif-

ferent computational scenarios. In particular, with Eugenio Moggi and Da-

vide Sangiorgi we constructed a denotational model of the -calculus for

which we established full abstraction axiomatically. Not much later, it was

pointed out to me (at a PSSL meeting, if I remember correctly) that the

constructor that we use for modeling bound output had been considered by

André Joyal in the different setting of combinatorial species of structures as

a differentiation operator. Ever since I’ve been interested in understanding

and deepening the connection. Yet another piece was added to the puzzle by

my work with Gordon Plotkin and Daniele Turi on algebraic theories with

variable-binding operators. There an operator of context extension (again

similar to that of differentiation) serves for modeling variable-binding. The

first part of my contribution to the FOSSACS conference proceedings gives

an outline of the unifying technical themes underlying these developments.

[DE] What do you see the role of mathematical models (axiomatic, op-

erational, denotational) is in general, and in particular in the context of the

work you presented on generalized combinatorial species of structures?

[MF] My rough general view is that in studying and investigating com-

putation structures we should have as many models (of the various sorts you

mention) related in the strongest possible cohesive way. In fact, achieving

such situations is a recurrent theme in my research. Of course this is gen-

erally hard, but of great value I believe. For instance, operational semantics

is very good at quickly adapting to various computational scenarios but less

so than denotational semantics at helping to identify mathematical structure,

and vice versa. The work on generalized species has its intellectual roots in

the idea of viewing combinatorial structure (as it appears in mathematics)

from the perspective of programming-language theory, with the aim of lead-

ing to language design (under the guidance of the mathematical model) and

with the further hope of being able to incorporate algorithmic studies (as

e.g. in the work of Flajolet et al.).

Interview: Future of ETAPS
Daily ETAPS caught up with Perdita Stevens, the current chair of the

ETAPS steering committee, and asked her a few questions about the future

of ETAPS.

[Daily ETAPS] ETAPS seems to be growing every year. Do you think

this trend will continue?

[Perdita Stevens] I think success breeds success - the more people know

that ETAPS is an exciting event, the more people want to come, the more

people submit their best work, and the more exciting ETAPS gets. On the

other hand we’re reaching the limit of what can realistically be organised in

a university.

[DE] What is ETAPS’s main role? Is its mandate the same as it was

originally. How will this change in future.

[PS] ETAPS is now the major European event for researchers working

in its scope; it has grown into this role over the years. I expect and hope

that it will remain in that role. Of course, the development of new applica-

tion areas and new kinds of theory will change the content of ETAPS, most

obviously in the changing array of satellite events (CMSB and TGC are

both examples of satellites that wouldn’t have been conceived when ETAPS

began, for example).

[DE] Given that there is a wide scope would it make sense to have an

event for PhD students?

[PS] That’s a very interesting idea, and I know it works well in other

conferences. I expect that if someone offered to organise a doctoral sympo-

sium as a satellite event, future organisers would be happy to consider the

idea.

[DE] How involved was industry in funding. Has this changed over the

years?

[PS] This year, there was unfortunately very little industry funding; one

reason seems to have been that by coincidence there are several other events

in Edinburgh this year (especially IJCAI) competing for funding. Local fac-

tors have a large impact; I’m not sure if there’s really a trend.

[DE] Do you think that increased industrial interest in formal methods

will make funding easier?

[PS] I’d like to think so, but I think that’s a bit optimistic!

Dinner at Jury’s Inn
Tonight there will be a Dinner organised for conference

attendees at Jury’s Inn, 43 Jeffrey Street. The hotel is

located close by in the heart of the old city, right beside

the Royal Mile. For more information see the registration

desk.

Directions. To get to Jury’s Inn walk North on

George IV to the Royal Mile, turn right walk straight un-

til you reach St. Mary’s St/Jeffrey St. then turn left. You

will find Jury’s Inn 100 meters or so on the left hand side of the street.
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[DE] Given that there is a wide scope would it make sense to have an

event for PhD students?

[PS] That’s a very interesting idea, and I know it works well in other

conferences. I expect that if someone offered to organise a doctoral sympo-

sium as a satellite event, future organisers would be happy to consider the

idea.

[DE] How involved was industry in funding. Has this changed over the

years?

[PS] This year, there was unfortunately very little industry funding; one

reason seems to have been that by coincidence there are several other events

in Edinburgh this year (especially IJCAI) competing for funding. Local fac-

tors have a large impact; I’m not sure if there’s really a trend.

[DE] Do you think that increased industrial interest in formal methods

will make funding easier?

[PS] I’d like to think so, but I think that’s a bit optimistic!

Dinner at Jury’s Inn
Tonight there will be a Dinner organised for conference

attendees at Jury’s Inn, 43 Jeffrey Street. The hotel is

located close by in the heart of the old city, right beside

the Royal Mile. For more information see the registration

desk.

Directions. To get to Jury’s Inn walk North on

George IV to the Royal Mile, turn right walk straight un-

til you reach St. Mary’s St/Jeffrey St. then turn left. You

will find Jury’s Inn 100 meters or so on the left hand side of the street.


